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I. Introduction
Aeroacoustic theories, acoustic analogies or otherwise, whose final output is a prediction of the far-field noise produced by a turbulent flow, rely heavily on models of the turbulence in order to obtain robust answers. While it may be possible to obtain the correct final answer from incorrect flow data for some range of parameters, this is unlikely to be true in general due to the extreme sensitivity of the acoustic result to the flow turbulence. For this reason, both the flow solutions and the higher order models used in the acoustic theory must be carefully validated. To validate an acoustic theory it is not sufficient to simply show the final output, but also to justify each step by comparison with experimental data.
Previously, many researchers used the then-new technology of hot-wire anemometry to investigate the theoretically motivated sources of sound. Two-point space-time correlations of velocity were (and still are) key to the source terms of many analogies. Laurence 1 , Bradshaw et al 2 , Davies, et al. 3 , and Chu 4 made extensive measurements of velocity correlations in relatively low-speed cold jets, interpreting the results in the format of their preferred acoustic analogy. Even when their choices did not particularly match the experimental data, the data guided their assumptions and modeling.
Correlation of other quantities, such as pressure and more recently density (Doty & MacLaughlin 5 ; Panda 6 ), have also been consulted in deriving models for aeroacoustic theories. This is particularly true when tackling the problem of hot jets where the traditional measurement technique of hot wires cannot be applied. Tam et al 7 created an acoustic model for the far-field of hot jets under the assumptions that the heat addition strongly changes the turbulent kinetic energy of the jet plume and dramatically reduces the lengthscales and timescales of the turbulence. The work of Doty & MacLaughlin 5 was cited to justify these thermal effects which were needed to make the model match measurements of noise from hot jets. Unfortunately, these experimental results were not valid for heated jets.
In the work reported in Doty and MacLaughlin 5 optical deflectometry was successfully employed to measure density correlations in cold subsonic and supersonic jets. They showed favorable agreement with the historical findings, comparing temporal correlations of points separated in space at M=0.9 using their technique against those made using hotwire probes for a M=0.45 jet, adjusting the timescale to account for discrepancies in velocity and jet diameter. Although the agreement wasn't perfect, the envelope of the peak values of the correlations at the different separations were very similar and results were very smooth with significant negative loops to the correlations. However, when the technique was applied to jets with lower densities, simulating high temperatures, attempts to measure the correlations gave anomalous results. For instance, the measured single-point autospectra do not have a peak value; instead they monotonically decreased from the lowest first spectral band. This seems unlikely and raised a flag of warning for them which they clearly signified in their opening abstract: "Application to the simulated hot jets (with helium/air mixtures) produced results with some unresolved issues that are being addressed with ongoing experiments." The fact that they found a significant decrease in correlation with probe separation in spacetime was therefore highly suspect.
Despite the experimentalists' warnings, Tam et al 7 used this result to justify extensively modifying their source model used to predict hot jet noise. In that paper, they describe their latest jet noise prediction method which features both changes to the turbulence model used in their CFD flow solver and changes to the space-time correlation function used as their acoustic source. The former they justify on the basis of the expected increase in Kelvin-Helmholtz growth rate with density gradient, and validate in a separate paper (Tam & Ganesan 8 ) against mean velocity fields. Although it is a strong parameter in the source of sound, no comparison is given of the new turbulent kinetic energy model with experiments. In reference 7 they expect that, "for a given jet exit velocity an increase in jet temperature leads to a decrease in radiated noise despite an increase in turbulent mixing intensity."
The majority of reference 7 deals with the assumed modifications to the space-time correlations produced by heating the jet. In their modified space-time correlation function, the decay rate in time is modified through a Bessel function with an adjustable parameter so that the decay rate is dependent upon jet temperature. The new space-time function is shown to fit the simulated-hot jet correlation data of reference 5 very well for times near the peak of the correlations. Finally, using four free parameters they proceed to fit the data of Vishwanathan 9 over a range of jet speeds and temperatures for broadside angles up to 110° from the inlet axis.
Hot and cold single-flow jets have been measured using several configurations of PIV over the course of several years on the Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig at NASA Glenn Research Center. Two-component and three-component velocity statistics, including mean, rms, lengthscales, timescales, and convection velocities have been measured repeatedly to improve the level of confidence in the measurements. Complimentary hotwire measurements have also been made where possible to confirm the PIV findings.
In 2003, Bridges & Wernet 10 presented preliminary results of their extensive survey of the effect of heating on the turbulence of subsonic and supersonic jets. In that paper, two independent particle image velocimetry (PIV) systems were used, synchronized to provide time-delayed measurements of velocity fields which could be processed to produce the space-time correlations of interest to aeroacousticians. First, single-point statistics, such as mean and mean-square of axial and radial velocities were presented and compared with historical datasets to establish the validity of the PIV setup. Then the space-time correlations of velocity components were computed for several regions of the jets and again validated against previously existing datasets, primarily cold subsonic jets. Finally, the massive dataset was summarized by computing lengthscales and timescales, both by direct integration and by fitting with appropriate single-power exponential functions (appropriate in that they satisfied conservation laws as discussed in classic theoretical texts).
Although the paper did note the result that heating the jet only slightly modifies the timescales and lengthscales, the majority of that work was spent in validating the technique. Now it seems appropriate, given the obvious need for accurate turbulence statistics in hot jets for jet noise modeling, to address the data with an eye on interpretation. In particular, three jet flows will be singled out for detailed analysis, three jets which capture the effect of temperature and jet speed.
The outline of the current paper will be to start with a review of the single-point statistics of the flows, including the mean and mean-square of velocity. From these data the effect of heating on potential core length and turbulent kinetic energy distributions will be addressed. Next, illustrative two-point space-time statistics will be shown, and correlations will be extracted and presented in formats comparable to previous authors using point sensors. From similar measurements made over the jet, time-and lengthscales will be computed and the effect of heating on these overall scaling parameters of the turbulence field will be given. Finally, the assumptions used in the models of Tam et al will be examined in light of the validated experimental results.
II. Facility
The Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR) is a single-stream hot jet rig that can cover the range of Mach numbers up to Mach 2, and static temperature ratios up to 2.8 using a hydrogen combustor and central air compressor facilities. For most testing SHJAR uses a 51mm diameter nozzle, but can operate larger nozzles with some limitation on cold setpoints at high Mach number. The SHJAR is located within the AeroAcoustic Propulsion Laboratory (AAPL) at NASA's John H. Glenn Research Center. The AAPL is a 65 foot radius geodesic dome with its interior covered by sound absorbent wedges that provide the anechoic environment required to study propulsion noise from the several rigs that are located within. The jet rigs are positioned such that they exhaust out the open doorway, allowing the flows to be seeded and removing issues related to background noise from flow collectors. Bridges & Brown 11 contains more information on the facility and jet rig.
The nozzle being used in this test is one of a family of convergent nozzles, called the Acoustic Reference Nozzles (ARN), designed to be simple to characterize with similar dimensions such as inlet diameter (15.24mm), lip thickness (1.27mm), outside face angle (30° to jet axis), and parallel flow section at the exit (6.4mm). For this test, the ARN2, a 50.8mm or 2" diameter nozzle, was used (see Figure 1 ).
Datasets were acquired about five different axial reference locations in the D j = 51mm jet: x 1 /D j = 2, 6, 10, 16, and 22 for three different flow conditions given in Table 1 . Given the many displacements used around each reference point the jet plume was fully covered by multiple datasets that could be averaged to provide measurements of single-point statistics such as mean and mean-square of velocity.
The flow conditions were chosen from a larger matrix of conditions being used to build up a jet aero/acoustic database and contain essentially two different velocities and static temperature ratios. Note that depending upon whether one specifies acoustic Mach number (Ma, jet exit velocity normalized by speed of sound of the ambient) or gas dynamic Mach number (M, jet exit velocity normalized by speed of sound in the jet), one can get a dramatically different jet! Of the seven flows measured, three will be analyzed in depth. Setpoint 7 is referred to as Ma=0.9, cold jet. Setpoint 46 has the same acoustic Mach number, but has been heated to roughly 2.7 times the ambient temperature, meaning that its gas dynamic Mach number is only 0.55. Setpoint 49 has a gas dynamic Mach number of 0.9, but an acoustic Mach number of 1.45, again at a static temperature ratio of 2.7. Here the flow is subsonic in that it is shock-free, but supersonic in that the convection speed is approaching the speed of sound in the ambient. These three cases bracket the basic flows faced in subsonic aircraft plumes. 
III. Instrumentation
Two PIV systems were used for this experimental effort, tied together via a triggering circuit with variable time delay. Each PIV system consisted of a dual head Nd:YAG laser operating at 532 nm generating a 400 mJ/pulse light sheet containing the jet axis. Each laser was coordinated with a single 2000 by 2000 pixel dual-frame camera viewing the light sheet at right angles, one on each side of the light sheet. Image frame pairs were obtained by straddling adjacent frame boundaries. A PCI frame digitizer was used to acquire image data directly to disk in 200 image-pair sequences. Each camera viewed the same 170mm square field of view, centered on the jet axis, from a distance of 1.4m.
Velocity maps were computed from the image pairs using conventional multipass PIV algorithms with error detection based upon image correlation signal to noise ratio (NASA PIVPROC software). Final velocity maps had a spatial resolution of 0.02D j . A minimal number of velocity maps (200) were acquired at each space-time separation to obtain rough estimates of the correlations. Based upon convergence of the statistics, the error in the final correlation data is estimated at ±5%.
More detail on the data acquisition aspects of this dataset can be found in Bridges & Wernet 10 . A photo of the two-point space-time PIV setup is given in Figure 2 .
IV. Results

A. Single-point statistics
Before delving into the details of two-point space-time correlations it is useful to better understand the overall effect of adding heat to the jet. Figure 3 presents the mean velocity ! U U id and the mean-square of velocity ! uu U id 2 for the three jet flows highlighted in Table 1 . There is a clear decrease in the potential core length as the jet is heated, either holding jet velocity constant (setpoint 46) or holding gas Mach number approximately constant (setpoint 49). There is also a small increase in turbulence level overall in the hot jets. When comparing the potential core length of a jet, the Witze correlation lengthscale is a good way to collapse jets of many different speeds and temperatures. The centerline values from the mean and meansquare velocity fields of all the flows listed in Table 1 are extracted and plotted in Figure 4 , first against actual axial distance and then against axial distance normalized by the Witze 12 correlation parameter. The latter axial distance is specifically x w /D j = (x/D j ) 2 κ (ρ ∞ /ρ j ) 0.5 , where κ = 0.08 (1-0.16*U id /c ∞ ) -0.22 , ρ j is the density at the jet exit, ρ ∞ , and c ∞ are the density and speed of sound in the ambient, and U id is the ideally expanded jet velocity. In effect, x w /D j is the predicted potential core length of the jet. This normalization not only collapses the end of the potential core fairly well, it does a fair job of collapsing the asymptotic decay region as well. Likewise, the centerline turbulence, given by the mean-square of axial velocity, ! uu U id 2 , collapses fairly well also. The scatter in peak mean-square velocity is roughly 0.003, 15% of the peak, falling slightly outside the uncertainty of the measurement which has been determined from repeated runs and comparison with hotwire data. To isolate the impact of temperature on the turbulence, data for setpoints 7, 27, and 46, all at Ma = 0.9, have been isolated in Figure 5 , where the difference in peak turbulence is seen to be a difference of roughly 10% in the mean-square. To put this in perspective, meansquare velocity, raised to the 7/2 power, will be proportional to acoustic source strength in cold jets. In this regard the 10% spread in variance corresponds to 1.3dB difference in noise, This is a small difference compared to the impact of heat on density for acoustic source strength.
Summarizing, it appears that temperature has little effect on peak turbulence levels for a given velocity (Ma) jet. Within a 10% uncertainty band, the jet mean and turbulence fields can be collapsed by normalizing for the potential core length and jet velocity.
A. Two-point statistics
Moving on to the correlation data which figures prominently in most aeroacoustic theory, Figure 6 gives an example of the two-point space-time data acquired using the dual PIV system. Correlation data has been acquired in three dimensions, axial and radial spatial separations ! " 1 ," 2 , and temporal separation ! " . In the figure the correlation coefficient for the axial velocity is plotted against separation in non-dimensionalized axial, radial, and temporal separation at a point in the flow x/D j = 6, y/D j = 0.5. The spatial separations are non-dimensionalized by jet diameter while the temporal separations are scaled by jet exit velocity and diameter. The peak of the correlation occurs at zero separation and extends on a 'ridge' which follows the local convection velocity. This convection velocity can be extracted from the space-time data for different regions of the jet to observe the impact of heat on this important parameter. This process is illustrated in Figure 7 , where peaks are located in scans of R uu at ξ 2 /D j = 0 for various τ U/D j . Numerical routines were developed which picked peaks of smoothed data to extract the convection velocity. Local peaks were found near these to extract the amplitude of R uu for calculation of timescales.
The convection velocity obtained for the various jets as extracted along the centerline (Figure 8 ) and the lipline (Figure 9 ) of the nozzle are shown, plotted first against actual axial distance and then against axial distance normalized by the Witze correlation parameter. There is a fair amount of scatter in the convection velocity on the centerline near the nozzle because of the relatively small fluctuation levels, perhaps as much as ±0.1 in Uc/Uid. Elsewhere the uncertainty is closer to 0.05 based upon the quality of the fit of peaks to a line.
Even with this uncertainty a few trends are apparent. First, use of the Witze parameter to scale axial distance collapses the convection velocity data to a significant degree. Second, convection velocities on the centerline start at values around 0.7 within the potential core, but do not decay as a simple fraction of the centerline mean velocity. Instead, convection velocities collapse to the local mean velocity as the shear layer is reduced. Third, The convection velocity on the lipline is larger than the local mean, reaching a peak difference near the end of the potential core before rather quickly collapsing back to the local mean velocity.
When trying to sort the impact of temperature on the convection velocity, trends are better observed by isolating a given Ma while varying temperature ratio. This is done in Figure 10 where convection velocity along the jet lipline is plotted against X w /D j . for Ma = 0.5 and Ma = 0.9. In both cases, adding heat seems to increase the convection velocity at the end of the potential core. Going the other way, Figure 11 presents the effect of Ma for a fixed temperature ratio. Here, the convection velocities do not depend upon Ma, except in the cold case where convection velocity is increased at all axial locations with increase in Ma.
The data acquired by the dual-PIV system were obtained at lines of constant time delay, with high resolution in spatial separation, very unlike the way these correlations are usually measured with methods that acquire long time records at limited spatial points. If the data are resampled in temporal separation across lines of constant axial separation, the conventional view of the correlation function is extracted. Such extraction has been done for the two cases of hot and cold jets at constant jet velocity, shown in Figure 12 . The reference point of this data is x/D=6, y/D=0.5. In these plots the temporal variation in correlation coefficient of the axial and radial components of velocity are shown for many spatial separations. Although the graphs seem very busy, and curves are not as smooth as presented by others using more averages of time-based instrumentation systems, the salient points are clear. The envelope of the peaks in correlation can be observed to decay in a convective frame of reference, allowing the temporal correlation timescale ! " 0 to be determined by fitting the peaks to an exponential function ! e " # /# 0 . Furthermore, by inspection, the general trends of adding heat to the jet can be discerned. The figures on the left side show the correlation of axial and radial velocity components from the cold jet case, while the figures on the right side show the same for the hot jet with the same exit velocity. While there are some differences between the two, they are not as dramatic as has been projected based upon previous density correlation methods.
Having extracted the correlation peaks in space-time, and determined the convective velocity and peak decay, the results for the timescale of the three jet flows are presented in Figure 13 . In the figures, estimates of the timescale are given along the lipline of the jet. Data are plotted for jets with constant Ma = 0.9 and at constant static temperature ratio on the same plots. In one plot the axial distance is actual distance while in the other the axial distance has again been normalized by the Witze correlation parameter to remove the effect of differences in potential core length. Unlike in data presented above, the Witze scaling does not help collapse the data, especially in the region of the jet where most jet noise is produced. Perhaps because the timescale of the jet is more dependent upon the shear layer thickness rather than the potential core length, Witze scaling is not appropriate for timescales.
What is clear from Figure 13 is that the cold and hot jets have very similar timescales within the first 10 jet diameters, where most of the turbulent kinetic energy is located. In the asymptotic decay region, arguably where the very lowest frequencies of noise are produced, they differ substantially, with the heated Ma=0.9 jet having timescales as much as twice that of the cold jet. This should be put in perspective by noting that most jet noise spectra is presented on a log-frequency scale, meaning that even this difference of a factor of two in timescale may not result in a major change to the expected spectral shape. It is a trend in the right direction, however.
Jet noise theory requires consideration of more than just a single component of turbulence, and Figure  14 shows how axial and radial components of velocity decorrelate as they convect downstream. In this figure the timescale computed using the axial velocity component is plotted on the left axis while the timescale computed using the radial velocity component is plotted on the left axis. In the theory of homogeneous turbulence the correlation lengths produced by velocity components parallel and normal to the separation differ by a factor of 2. It is interesting then to note that this is roughly the ratio observed in the temporal decay rates in the jet, relatively independent of temperature.
While most previous measurements of velocity correlation have been presented in the temporal domain, it is interesting to consider the correlation as a function of spatial separation. Figure 15 presents this view for the same location in the jet, x/D=6, y/D=0.5 as was shown before for temporal separations. In this upper half of this figure the correlation of axial velocity with axial separation is shown for the cold (left) and hot (right) jets, again noting that the decay is not that different for the two. What may be of more importance is the substantially larger negative swings in the correlation curves of the hot jet. When transformed to spectra, these negative loops create more low frequency content. This might be critical to the proper modeling of the low frequency noise sources in the hot jet. In the lower half of the figure the correlation of axial velocity over radial separation is shown. The hot jet has a slightly wider region of correlation radially, an aspect which may be explained by the faster axial development. This, too, may be important for including in models of the acoustic source.
From plots such as those in Figure 15 , correlation curves are integrated to produce estimates for lengthscales. As with all experimental measurements of lengthscale, the fluctuation in the correlation coefficient around zero adds uncertainty to the measurement. Two different methods were used in estimating lengthscale: first a simple direct integration with a tapered weighting of the tails away from zero, and second a fitting of an appropriate turbulence model to the correlation and determination of the lengthscale from the fitted coefficients. The good news was that both methods were consistent and for simplicity only the direct integration result is shown here. Figure 17 shows the lengthscales estimated for cold and hot jet flows as a function of downstream location, integrating the correlation of axial velocity component u separated in axial direction over x (Luux) and the correlation of radial velocity component v separated in axial direction over x (Lvvx). Figure 17 contains the same information for separations in radial direction y, (Luuy, Lvvy). . These lengthscales were measured along the jet lipline y/D = 0.5 are shown plotted against actual axial location (right) and against Witze-normalized distance (left). In homogenous turbulence Luux = Lvvy, etc., but clearly this is not homogeneous turbulence. While the uncertainty in the measurement of lengthscale is significant, perhaps ±0.1D j , it does appear that the Witze normalization does help collapse the data for the Luux and Lvvx lengthscales. It is not as clear whether there is any improvement in the radial separation lengthscales. In spite of the experimental uncertainty, the main point for this paper is that adding heat to the jet does not change the lengthscales by more than 50% in regions of the jet that produce significant jet noise.
V. Conclusions
Measurements of space-time correlation of velocity have been presented in both cold and hot jets, focusing on acoustic Mach number Ma=0.9. The single-point statistics showed that with the addition of heat the potential core of the jet shrank, but the turbulence intensity increased only slightly. While the cold and hot jets had potential core lengths which varied by 50%, the Witze correlating parameter collapses the potential cores of all the jets. Using this normalization, centerline mean velocity and turbulence were shown to collapse onto one curve for all jets. The two-point statistics show that convection velocity of the turbulence is slightly affected by heating, becoming 10%-20% higher at the end of the potential core. By twice the potential core length, convection velocity on the lipline is the same as the local mean velocity for all jets. Velocity correlations are slightly different in character with the addition of heat, signaling a slight change in the turbulence spectrum with heating, but the overall measures of timescale are not strongly altered until long after the end of the potential core where the hot jet has a substantially larger timescale. Similarly, measures of the lengthscale show a slight lengthening of the turbulence with heating, perhaps 10-20%. Overall, it is observed that the effect of heat on the jet is relatively benign once changes in the potential core length have been accounted for. Figure 1 Nozzle hardware used in paper--2" Acoustic Reference Nozzle (ARN2). 1.32, 1.74  0.89, 2.65  1.46, 2.55  1.48, 2 
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